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Abstract: With a surging number of online courses on MOOC (Massive Open Online Course)
platforms, online learners face increasing difficulties in choosing which courses to take. Online course
reviews posted by previous learners provide valuable information for prospective learners to make
informed course selections. This research investigates the effects of reviewer experience and expertise
on reviewer competence in contributing high-quality and helpful reviews for online courses. The
empirical study of 39,114 online reviews from 3276 online courses on a leading MOOC platform in
China reveals that both reviewer experience and expertise positively affect reviewer competence in
contributing helpful reviews. In particular, the effect of reviewer expertise on reviewer competence
in contributing helpful reviews is much more prominent than that of reviewer experience. Reviewer
experience and expertise do not interact in enhancing reviewer competence. The analysis also reveals
distinct groups of reviewers. Specifically, reviewers with low expertise and low experience contribute
the majority of the reviews; reviewers with high expertise and high experience are rare, accounting
for a small portion of the reviews; the rest of the reviews are from reviewers with high expertise, but
low experience, or those with low expertise, but high experience. Our work offers a new analytical
approach to online learning and online review literature by considering reviewer experience and
expertise as reviewer competence dimensions. The results suggest the necessity of focusing on
reviewer expertise, instead of reviewer experience, in choosing and recommending reviewers for
online courses.

Keywords: online learning; MOOCs; online review; review quality; review helpfulness; helpfulness
vote; reviewer experience; reviewer expertise

1. Introduction

The proliferation of online learning in the past decade and the surge of Massive
Open Online Courses (MOOCs) worldwide since 2012 have significantly expanded the
accessibility of professional education and higher education to the general population [1,2].
Online learning offers non-formal and informal learning opportunities to learners outside
the formal education settings [3,4]. Compared with traditional courses in face-to-face
classroom environments, online courses provide a structured learning format with the
advantages of convenience, flexibility, and economic value. The acceptance and popularity
of online courses have increased significantly in recent years [2].

However, with a large number of online courses available on MOOC platforms and
the flexibility of taking courses according to the learners’ interests and without a set
curriculum, prospective learners face difficulties in selecting courses. This difficulty is
further amplified by the varying quality of and complexity in quality assessment on
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online courses, as well as the limited information and expertise of prospective learners in
selecting courses [5]. To provide prospective learners with useful information and enable
the sharing of course experience among learners, MOOC platforms commonly maintain a
course review system that allows learners to post course reviews [6–8]. Learner reviews
usually consist of a numeric rating and a short free-style textual comment to express learner
opinions on courses.

Learners’ course reviews on MOOC platforms are a new and unique type of learner
feedback, which is different from learning feedback, such as the peer feedback and course
evaluations that are traditionally studied in the education literature [9,10]. Peer feedback is
provided among learners during the learning process. It has the clear goals of improving
learner performance [10,11]. Course evaluations are solicited confidentially by education
institutions for instructor and course assessment. They have a structured information for-
mat. In contrast, learners’ course reviews on MOOC platforms are voluntarily contributed
by learners for opinion sharing. They are publicly available in a prominent section on a
course webpage to complement course description information.

Online course reviews are a valuable source of information for prospective learners to
gain insights into courses and make informed course selections. Therefore, identifying and
soliciting high-quality and helpful course reviews is important for online course providers
and online learning platforms. To identify and recommend helpful reviews to prospective
learners, course review systems on MOOC platforms incorporate a helpfulness voting
mechanism that allows review readers to vote for the helpfulness of a course review [12].
The total number of helpfulness votes is used to rank reviews of a course to facilitate readers’
access to helpful information [12]. Although effective, this approach is passive and time
consuming. Because it takes time for a review to accrue helpfulness votes, recommending
helpful reviews by their helpfulness votes is prone to delay and bias [13,14].

A more proactive approach is to solicit and recommend reviews from competent
reviewers. Compared to the helpfulness voting mechanism, this approach provides an
effective and efficient way of building a timely depository of high-quality course reviews
for prospective learners. As recent course experience is deemed more relevant for prospec-
tive learners to make course selection decisions, soliciting and recommending reviews
from competent reviewers can help avoid delays in information sharing and improve the
information seeking experience and course selection decision of prospective learners.

However, it is unclear what attributes make a reviewer competent in contributing
high-quality and helpful reviews. Reviewer competence is an understudied topic in online
education and online review literature. Without understanding key reviewer features
that are associated with reviewer competence, it is hard to identify reviewers from a large
number of learners on MOOC platforms to solicit and recommend course reviews.

To address this research gap, we draw from task performance literature [15–17] to
examine reviewer experience and expertise as distinct reviewer competence dimensions.
Specifically, this research inquires into the following questions: (1) Do and how do reviewer
experience and expertise affect reviewer competence in contributing helpful course reviews
in the context of online learning?, and (2) do reviewer experience and expertise interact in
affecting reviewer competence?

An empirical study using a large-scale proprietary dataset from a leading MOOC
platform in China reveals that both reviewer experience and expertise have significant
positive impacts on their competence in contributing helpful course reviews. In particular,
the effect of reviewer expertise on reviewer competence is more prominent than that of
reviewer experience. In addition, reviewer experience and expertise do not interact in
enhancing reviewer competence. Our analysis also reveals the distinct groups of reviewers.
Reviewers with high experience and high expertise are scant. They only contribute a very
small portion of the reviews. The majority of the reviews are posted by reviewers with low
experience and low expertise. The rest of the reviews are posted by reviewers with high
expertise, but low experience, or those with high experience, but low expertise.
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This research makes several contributions to the literature. First, it contributes to the
online learning literature by examining online course reviews as a unique type of learner
feedback and studying reviewer competence in contributing helpful reviews. Online
course reviews provide useful information to prospective learners in selecting online
courses from a variety of courses available on online course platforms. Studying online
course reviews and approaches to improve their quality and helpfulness is an important,
but largely neglected component in online learning research. In addition, this study
contributes to the online review literature by taking an analytical approach of studying
reviewer experience and expertise as two essential dimensions of reviewer competence.
This approach differs from the common approach in the online review literature that
considers reviewer information as source cues [18–20]. Moreover, this study enriches the
task performance literature [15–17] by studying the performance effect of experience and
expertise in the context of online course reviews. The results provide evidence for the
pivotal role of expertise in determining reviewer performance on online course platforms.

Our results provide useful practical suggestions to online course providers and online
learning platforms in soliciting and recommending reviews for online courses. Instead of
experienced reviewers who frequently contribute reviews, the priority should be placed on
attracting and retaining expert reviewers who do not contribute often.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 offers a brief overview of the
relevant literature, including online learning and learning feedback, the roles of experience
and expertise in task performance, and online customer review. Section 3 presents the
research framework and develops three research hypotheses. Section 4 discusses the
research methodology, including data, variables, and the empirical model. Section 5
provides descriptive data analysis. Section 6 reports results of the testing of the hypotheses
and robustness checks. Section 7 discusses theoretical implications, practical implications,
and limitations and future works. Section 8 concludes the research.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Online Learning and Learning Feedback

Learning takes place in many different formats, such as formal, non-formal, and
informal learning [3,21]. Formal learning is organized and structured, and has learning ob-
jectives [21]. Typical examples include learning through traditional educational institutions.
Informal learning is not organized or intentional, and has no clear objective in its learning
outcomes. It is often referred to as learning by experience [21]. Non-formal learning is
an intermediate type that is often organized and has learning objectives, but is flexible in
time, location, and curriculum [3,21]. MOOCs are commonly considered as non-formal
learning [4] with opportunities to integrate formal, non-formal, and informal learning [3].
Traditional education research has largely focused on formal learning. Research within the
informal and non-formal settings in online education is relatively new [22].

Feedback is an important component in learning and education processes. The educa-
tion literature discusses several types of feedback based on different recipients intended.
Feedback to learners consists of direct feedback and vicarious feedback [10]. Direct feed-
back refers to feedback from instructors or employers on learners’ performance, whereas
vicarious feedback is from more experienced learners on their experience and consequences
of actions [10,11]. A pedagogical technique that derives from feedback is feedforward,
in which learners “interpret and apply . . . feedback to close the performance gap and
to improve their demonstration of mastery of learning objectives” ([23], p. 587). That is,
while feedback is on learners’ actual performance, feedforward is on possible directions or
strategies for learners to attain desired goals [24,25].

Feedback can also be directed from learners to instructors and education institutions
through course evaluation in both traditional classroom and online learning settings [9,26].
Course evaluations are implemented to assess the quality of courses and the effectiveness
of instructors. They are initiated and administrated by educational institutions and take a
structured format.
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Online course reviews are a unique type of learner feedback that has not been well
studied in the education literature. Online course reviews are different from peer feedback
and peer feedforward [24] in that they are not particularly provided to learning peers
on a particular performance or learning task. They are also different from course evalu-
ations [9,26] in that they are unstructured, freestyled, and accessible to all online users.
Contributors of online course reviews may have varying motivations and purposes in post-
ing online course reviews. Nevertheless, prospective learners can gain useful information
from these reviews in assessing their course choices.

2.2. The Roles of Experience vs. Expertise in Task Performance

Expertise and experience are two major task-oriented dimensions that have been
widely investigated in the literature of individual performance, including task performance
and decision making [15]. Experience refers to the degree of familiarity with a subject area.
It is usually obtained through repeated exposure [16]. Expertise refers to the degree of skill
in and knowledge of a subject area. It can lead to task-specific superior performance [16,17].

Expertise is a complicated concept with varying definitions. From a cognitive perspec-
tive, expertise refers to the “possession of an organized body of conceptual and procedural
knowledge that can be readily accessed and used with superior monitoring and self-
regulation skills” ([27], p. 21). From a performance-based perspective, it refers to the
optimal level at which a person is able and/or expected to perform within a specialized
realm of human activity [28]. Despite the different focuses of studying expertise, it is
generally agreed that expertise is a dynamic state and domain-specific [29]. An expert in
one field is not, in general, able to transfer their expertise to other fields [30,31].

The effects of experience and expertise on task performance have been studied in a
wide range of scenarios with varying reported results [15,32–35]. For example, manage-
ment research stresses the importance of a business owner’s experience to firm success [33],
whereas accounting research reveals mixed results on the relationship between experience
and performance of accounting professionals [17]. In software development teams, it is
found that expertise coordination, instead of expertise, affects team performance, and
experience affects team efficiency, but not effectiveness [34]. In the context of assurance re-
ports, both expertise and experience of assurance providers enhance assurance quality [35].
The varying results across different task contexts and relating to the specific performance
measures under study point to the context-dependent and task-specific nature of expertise
and experience in determining performance outcomes.

Writing online course reviews is a specific task addressed in this research. How
reviewer experience and expertise affect their competence in contributing helpful reviews
has not been analyzed in prior research. Thus, it needs to be studied and understood.

2.3. Online Customer Reviews

Online course reviews share some similarities with online customer reviews on e-
commerce platforms in format and purpose. Thus, we review relevant research on online
customer reviews. Online customer reviews are customer voices that relate their experience
with products and services on digital platforms. With the proliferation of online customer
reviews, they now serve as an important and indispensable information source for a wide
range of products and services. Online platforms, such as those for e-commerce [36], ho-
tels [37], restaurants [38], touristic destinations [39], movies [40], and online education [6],
commonly maintain an online review system for users to share their opinions. Online
customer reviews play crucial roles in alleviating information asymmetry, reducing uncer-
tainty, and shaping the informed decision making regarding a purchase of customers [41].
A recent industry report indicates that 92.4% of customers use online reviews to guide
most of their purchasing decisions [42].

Research on online customer reviews evolves around the central topic of under-
standing factors that affect the perceived review helpfulness. Most research takes the
perspective of readers’ information processing and applies dual-process theories, such as
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the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM), to guide their studies [43]. For example, the ELM
distinguishes central and peripheral factors that affect readers’ information evaluation.
Central factors are considered in readers’ message elaboration and affect the argument
quality of a review. They include review depth/length, content sentiment, and linguistic
style [43–46]. Peripheral factors are not considered in message elaboration, but are used
for simplified inferences on the value of the message. They include source cues that are
available to review readers, such as reviewer gender [47], identity [48], profile image [49],
experience [18,19], and expertise [20,50,51].

Little research has been conducted to profile and understand reviewers and their be-
havior and performance. Exceptions include Mathwick and Mosteller [52], who identified
three types of reviewers, namely indifferent independents, challenge seekers, and commu-
nity collaborators. These three types of reviewers share similar altruistic motives, but have
different egoistic motives of contributing reviews. Indifferent independents contribute
online reviews for self-expression; challenge seekers approach review contribution as a
game to master and an enjoyable, solitary hobby; and community collaborators perceive
reviewing as an enjoyable, socially embedded experience. To the best of our knowledge, no
study has examined reviewer features tied with their competence in contributing reviews.

3. Hypotheses

Reviewer experience and expertise can affect the helpfulness of reviews reviewers
contribute in two ways. First, reviewers with high experience and expertise may be
more competent in generating high-quality and helpful review content. Second, when
information on reviewer experience and/or expertise is presented to review readers along
with review content, this information is used as source cues that affect readers’ perception
of review helpfulness.

Table 1 summarizes the primary literature on the effects of reviewer experience and
reviewer expertise and compares it with this study. Prior studies have focused on the
source cue effects of reviewer features [19] and have not considered the review quality
effects of reviewer experience and expertise. In these studies, reviewer experience is
usually operationalized as the number of prior reviews by a reviewer. Reviewer expertise,
depending on reviewer information presented to review readers, is measured by expertise
indicators [50], the total number of helpfulness votes a reviewer has received [20,53,54],
or reviewer badges [55,56].

Table 1. Dual effects of reviewer experience and expertise.

Effects Reviewer Experience Reviewer Expertise Interaction of the Two

Review quality effects (experience and
expertise as reviewer competence
dimensions)

Hypothesized positive
(This research)

Hypothesized positive
(This research)

Hypothesized positive
(This research)

Source cue effects (affecting readers’
perception of review helpfulness) Mixed effects [18,19,57] Positive effect [20,50] None

This research studies the review quality effects of reviewer experience and expertise.
Figure 1 presents the research framework of the study. This research posits the effects
of reviewer experience and reviewer expertise on reviewer competence in contributing
helpful reviews and also considers the interactive effect of the two.

Experience refers to the degree of familiarity with a subject area obtained through
exposure [16]. Experience enables situated learning. Individuals learn a wide range of
job-related contextual knowledge and form a personal working approach to address issues
and complete the job through repeated exposures to an environment and performing a
job [33]. Although experience does not always enhance task performance [17,35], the
effect of experience on task performance is monotonic when it does [58]. Furthermore, the
effect of experience on task performance tends to be more prominent when an individual
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is relatively new and still learning the job. The effect may decline with the tenure of
experience [58].
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Figure 1. Research framework.

Writing online review is a specific task that may benefit from reviewer experience.
In the online review context, reviewer experience refers to a reviewer’s experience of
producing online reviews on a specific platform [19]. When reviewers continue to write
reviews, they become more familiar with review writing and readers’ expectations and
responses. The reviews written and reader responses received accumulate into a knowledge
depository that reviewers can refer back to and compare with when deliberating on a new
course experience and composing a new review. Additionally, as reviewers accumulate
review experience, they are more familiar with the associated cognitive process and become
more aware of and committed to the task. Therefore, they will be more active in reflecting
on their course experience for review materials. In these ways, review experience adds to
reviewer competence in contributing helpful online reviews. We hypothesize:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Reviewer experience has a positive impact on reviewer competence in con-
tributing helpful online reviews.

Expertise consists of multiple components including knowledge structure and problem-
solving strategies [17]. The expertise theory suggests that expertise develops through the
acquisition of skills and knowledge, which is a cognitively effortful activity [58,59]. Con-
sequently, experts are familiar with a great amount of knowledge in a specific domain
to achieve superior performance. Expert knowledge includes static knowledge and task
knowledge. Static knowledge can be acquired through learning. Task knowledge is com-
piled in an ongoing search for better ways to do things, such as problem solving. Expertise
is field-dependent and its components vary across contexts of interest. For example, the
expertise of wine tasting consists of an analytical sensory element [30], which is not a part
of the expertise of professional writing [60].

Reviewer expertise describes the reviewers’ knowledge and ability to provide high-
quality and helpful opinions on products/services to review readers [20,57]. Such expertise
is composed of complex knowledge components and skills [61]. To produce high-quality
and interesting reviews that draw attention and are helpful to review readers, online course
reviewers need to be equipped with domain knowledge on the course contents. They
also need to grasp the knowledge about the comparative quality of online courses, the
contextual knowledge of understanding and identifying important and interesting issues
and perspectives, the communication/writing skills with rhetorical knowledge, and the
social knowledge for communication [62]. Because reviewers have varying knowledge
bases and skillsets, they possess different expertise to perform the tasks. Reviewers with a
high level of expertise would be more competent in writing valuable reviews that effectively
communicate useful information to readers (potential learners) and help them make course
decisions. We hypothesize:
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Hypothesis 2 (H2). Reviewer expertise has a positive impact on reviewer competence in contribut-
ing helpful online reviews.

In addition to the individual effects of experience and expertise on reviewer compe-
tence, we posit that reviewer expertise interacts with reviewer experience in enhancing
their competence in contributing helpful online reviews. Experience facilitates the cognitive
simplification of job-related routines and behaviors [63]. It helps maximize the perfor-
mance of experts. In the context of online course reviews, experienced reviewers who have
written many reviews have gone through the process of writing course reviews, reading
peer reviews, and receiving reader responses multiple times. Compared with reviewers
with little experience, experienced reviewers are familiar with the process, have previous
experience to refer to, and are more aware of reader expectations and likely responses of
the target audience on the platform. This familiarity will help them to better leverage their
expertise in composing and communicating their opinions by identifying unique aspects
and gauging their content to the audience. We hypothesize:

Hypothesis 3 (H3). Reviewer expertise interacts with reviewer experience in enhancing their
competence in contributing helpful online reviews.

4. Methodology
4.1. Data

We obtained a proprietary dataset from a leading MOOC platform in China. As of
February 2021, the MOOC platform has hosted more than 22,055 sessions of 5821 MOOCs
since its launch in May 2014. Courses offered on the MOOC platform are of a wide range of
topics, covering most subjects in post-secondary education. Our dataset contains all course
reviews (a total of 1,355,280) that were generated by learners of the MOOC platform. On
average, each course received 233 course reviews. Each course review consists of a review
rating, a textual comment, reviewers’ user name, time of posting, the session of the course
taken, and the number of helpfulness votes of a review. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of
course reviews posted on the MOOC platform.

To test the effects of reviewer experience and reviewer expertise on reviewer com-
petence in contributing helpful reviews, we constructed a dataset for analysis using the
following inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Inclusion criteria:

• All course reviews that have received at least one helpfulness vote [53].

Exclusion criteria:

• First course review of each reviewer, because it does not allow for a reviewer expertise
measurement.

• New course reviews that were posted within 60 days of data retrieval; this is to ensure
a good measure of review helpfulness [64] (i.e., it takes time for an online course
review to accrue helpfulness votes).

The final dataset for analysis contained 39,114 course reviews from 5216 sessions of
3276 MOOCs.

4.2. Variables

Table 2 presents the definitions of the dependent variable, independent variables, and
control variables in this study. The choice and operationalization of these variables are in
accordance with prior studies in the online review literature [49,53,65–67].
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Table 2. Variable definitions.

Variables Definitions

Dependent Variable

RevHelp Helpfulness of a course review to review readers. It is operationalized by the number of helpfulness votes
that a course review has received.

Independent Variables

Experience Reviewer experience in writing course reviews. It is operationalized by the total number of course reviews
that a reviewer has posted before the one under study.

Expertise Reviewer expertise in writing helpful reviews. It is operationalized by the average number of helpfulness
votes per review received by a reviewer on reviews posted before the one under study.
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Table 2. Cont.

Variables Definitions

Control Variables

RevExtremity A dummy variable indicating the extremity of a course review. The value of the variable takes 1 for a review
rating of 1 or 5, and 0 otherwise.

RevPositivity A dummy variable indicating the positivity of a course review. The value of the variable takes 1 for a review
rating of 4 or 5, and 0 otherwise.

RevLength Length of a course review. It is operationalized as the number of Chinese characters in the textual comment
of a course review.

RevInconsist
Review score inconsistency. It refers to the extent to which a review rating differs from the average rating of
a course. It is operationalized by the absolute value of the difference between a review rating and the
average rating of all previous reviews of a course.

RevAge Review age. It indicates how long ago a course review has been posted. It is operationalized by the number
of days between the posting date of a review and the data retrieval date.

RevHour Indicates the hour of a day at which a course review was posted.
RevDoM Indicates the day of a month on which a course review was posted.
RevDoW Indicates the day of a week on which a course review was posted.
RevMonth Indicates the month in which a course review was posted.
RevYear Indicates the year in which a course review was posted.

CrsDiversity Indicates the diversity of course categories for which a reviewer has posted reviews. It is operationalized by
the number of course categories for which a reviewer has posted course reviews.

CrsPopul Indicates the popularity of a course. It is operationalized by the number of reviews for a course.

CrsSatisf Indicates learners’ overall satisfaction with a course. It is operationalized by the average rating of all reviews
for a course.

CrsType A set of dummy variables indicating the type of a course as specified by the MOOC platform, including
general course, general basic course, special basic course, special course, etc.

CrsCategory
A set of dummy variables indicating the category of a course as specified by the MOOC platform, including
agriculture, medicine, history, philosophy, engineering, pedagogy, literature, law, science, management,
economics, art, etc.

CrsProvider A set of dummy variables indicating the college or university that provides a course.

4.3. Empirical Model

The dependent variable, the helpfulness of a course review (RevHelpi), is a count
variable of an over-dispersion nature. In other words, the variance of the variable is much
larger than its mean. Therefore, we used the negative binomial model to investigate the im-
pacts of reviewer experience and expertise on reviewer competence in contributing helpful
course reviews [68]. The regression equation used in this study is specified in Equation (1).
A natural logarithm transformation is taken for the variables that are highly skewed.

Log#RevHelpi = β0 + β1Experiencei + β2Expertisei + β3Experiencei × Expertisei
+ γαi + δϕi + θωi + εi

(1)

where the subscript i represents a course review; Log#RevHelpi denotes the dependent vari-
able, i.e., the natural logarithm of review helpfulness; and reviewer experience (Experiencei)
and reviewer expertise (Expertisei) are two key variables under study in this research.

For control variables, we included a set of review characteristics αi, a set of reviewer
characteristics ϕi, and a set of course characteristics ωi. The set of review characteristics
αi includes extremity of a course review (RevExtremityi), positivity of a course review
(RevPositivityi), natural logarithm of review length (Log#RevLengthi), review score inconsis-
tency (RevInconsisti), and natural logarithm of review age (Log#RevAgei). The set of reviewer
characteristics ϕi includes course review diversity of a reviewer (CrsDiversityi). The set of
course characteristics ωi includes natural logarithm of course popularity (Log#CrsPopuli)
and learners’ satisfaction with a course (CrsSatisfi). To capture potential effects of review
posting time, we included dummy variables for the year, month, and day of a week of
the review posting date. To capture the heterogeneity across courses of various types,
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categories, and instructors from different education institutions, we included dummy
variables for course types, categories, and college affiliations of instructors.

5. Descriptive Data Analysis

The data were analyzed using Stata 15.1. Table 3 presents the descriptive statistics of
the dependent variable, independent variables, and control variables.

Table 3. Descriptive statistics.

Variables Number. of Obs. Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

RevHelp 39,114 2.986 13.581 1 1445
Experience 39,114 7.192 35.886 1 807
Expertise 39,114 1.242 10.685 0 1195
RevExtremity 39,114 0.901 0.299 0 1
RevPositivity 39,114 0.945 0.228 0 1
RevLength 39,114 29.720 43.675 5 500
RevInconsist 39,114 0.391 0.608 0 3.950
RevAge 39,114 524.551 254.394 60 1105
CrsDiversity 39,114 4.611 8.095 1 72
CrsPopul 39,114 777.247 1932.504 1 28,063
CrsSatisf 39,114 4.760 0.160 2.538 5

The mean of review helpfulness is 2.986, indicating that course reviews in our sample
received an average of 3 helpfulness votes per review. The means of reviewer experience
and reviewer expertise are 7.192 and 1.242, respectively, indicating that reviewers had an
average experience of about 7 review postings and 1 helpfulness vote for each review they
posted. The mean of course diversity is 4.611, indicating that most reviewers had posted
reviews for courses in multiple (i.e., more than 4) categories. The means of review extremity
and positivity are 0.901 and 0.945, respectively. This indicates most course reviews had
positive ratings. The mean of review length is 29.720, indicating that the average review
length was about 30 Chinese characters. The mean of review score inconsistency is 0.391,
indicating that course reviews were largely consistent with the average prior review ratings.
The mean of review age is 524.551, i.e., about 17.5 months. The mean of course popularity
is 777.247. That is, in our sample, each course received about 777 reviews on average. The
average course satisfaction is 4.760, which indicates an overall high course satisfaction.

To reveal distributions of reviewer experience and expertise, we plotted the scatter of
the two variables in Figure 3. The plot shows an interesting inverse pattern of reviewer
experience and expertise. Reviewers with high experience often had low expertise and vice
versa. Reviewers with both high experience and high expertise were rare. The majority of
reviews were produced by reviewers with both low experience and low expertise.
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6. Results and Analysis
6.1. The Effects of Reviewer Experience and Reviewer Expertise on Review Helpfulness

Table 4 presents estimation results of the negative binomial regression specified in
Equation (1). Model (1) reports the estimation results with independent variables and
control variables. Model (2) reports the estimation results with independent variables, the
interaction term, and control variables. Models (3) and (4) are for robustness checks.

As shown in Model (1), both reviewer experience and review expertise have significant
positive effects on reviewer competence in contributing helpful reviews. H1 and H2 are
supported. A closer look at the parameter estimations of the two factors indicates that
the effect of reviewer expertise (β = 0.011) is much more prominent than that of reviewer
experience (β = 0.001). Reviewer expertise is more important than reviewer experience in
writing online course reviews. As the estimation result of the interaction term of reviewer
experience and reviewer expertise is not significant, H3 is not supported. That is, different
from the expectation, reviewer experience does not leverage their expertise to enhance
reviewer competence in contributing helpful online course reviews. Figure 4 shows the
causal model with the estimation coefficients of the relationships.
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Table 4. Estimation results.

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4)

Experience 0.001 ** (0.000) 0.001 * (0.000) 0.001 * (0.000)
Expertise 0.011 *** (0.001) 0.011 *** (0.001) 0.011 *** (0.001)
Experience× Expertise 0.000(0.000)
High-Low 0.036 ** (0.016)
Low-High 0.273 *** (0.018)
High-High 0.333 *** (0.030)
CrDiversity −0.002 * (0.001) −0.002 * (0.001) −0.002 * (0.001) −0.002 *** (0.001)
RevExtremity 0.147 *** (0.019) 0.145 *** (0.019) 0.137 *** (0.019)
RevPositivity −0.368 *** (0.049) −0.368 *** (0.049) −0.408 *** (0.049)
Log#RevLength 0.380 *** (0.006) 0.380 *** (0.006) 0.375 *** (0.006)
RevInconsist 0.113 *** (0.019) 0.111 *** (0.019) 0.086 *** (0.019)
Log#RevAge −0.210 *** (0.038) −0.211 *** (0.038) −0.210 *** (0.038) −0.234 *** (0.038)
Log#CrsPopul 0.123 *** (0.006) 0.123 *** (0.006) 0.123 *** (0.006) 0.123 *** (0.006)
CrsSatisf −0.082 ** (0.040) −0.082 ** (0.040) −0.082 ** (0.040) −0.097 ** (0.039)
lnalpha −0.536 *** (0.010) −0.536 *** (0.010) −0.536 *** (0.010) −0.531 *** (0.010)
Review timing FE a Y Y Y Y
Course FE b Y Y Y Y
# observations 39,114 39,114 39,114 39,114
Log likelihood −78,160 −78,159 −78,160 −78,232
AIC 157,286 157,287 157,286 157,431
BIC 161,427 161,437 161,427 161,581

Note: * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01; FE = Fixed Effects; a Review post timing related fixed effects include review year, month, day of
month, day of week, and hour of day; b Course related fixed effects include course type, course category, and course provider affiliations.

6.2. Robustness Checks

We examined the robustness of our major findings with a series of tests. First, the main
sample for analysis excluded reviews with no vote. For robustness check, we included
reviews with no vote and rerun the test. Second, the main analysis controlled for numerical
features of reviews, such as review extremity, review positivity, and review length. These
review features could be considered as an integral part of review quality, whose overall
effect can be predicted by reviewer characteristics. Thus, for robustness check, we removed
the variables of review features and rerun the test. The result is presented in Model (3) of
Table 4. The estimation results of these tests are consistent with those in the main analysis.

Additionally, we performed an analysis using an alternative way of operationalizing
reviewer experience and reviewer expertise. We classified reviewers into four groups
by using 80 quantiles of reviewer experience and reviewer expertise. The four groups
of high–high (i.e., experience–expertise), high–low, low–high, and low–low constituted
3.30%, 8.39%, 18.04%, and 70.27% of the reviews in our sample, respectively. Four dummy
variables representing the four groups of reviewers were used to rerun the analysis. The
estimation results are reported in Model (4) of Table 4. The estimations of high–low, low–
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high, and high–high variables were significantly positive, with the variables consisting of
high reviewer expertise (i.e., low–high and high–high) being more significant with lower
p values than that with high reviewer experience. These results are consistent with those in
the main analysis. That is, reviewer experience and expertise both enhance reviewer com-
petence in contributing helpful online course reviews, but the effect of reviewer expertise
is more pronounced than that of reviewer experience.

7. Discussion
7.1. Theoretical Implications

This research makes several theoretical contributions to the literature. First, it con-
tributes to the online learning literature by examining online course reviews as a unique
type of feedback information that helps prospective learners to gain insights into online
courses. Online course reviews are different from peer feedback and course evaluations
traditionally studied in the education literature. While the online course review mechanism
is widely implemented on MOOC platforms and online reviews have become an important
information source for prospective learners, little research has been conducted on this
unique type of learner feedback. Investigating and understanding online course reviews
can significantly enhance our understanding of learners’ information needs and decision
making in the searching and selection of a course.

Second, this research contributes to the online review literature by taking an analytical
approach to study a fundamental question of reviewer competence through their experience
and expertise. Reviewer experience and expertise can affect review helpfulness in two
ways. On the one hand, they can serve as dimensions of reviewer competence in generating
high-quality and helpful review content. On the other hand, when provided to readers
along with review content, information on reviewer experience and expertise can act as
source cues for simplified inferences on the value of a review. Prior research on online
consumer reviews has focused on the source cue effects of reviewer features [19]. This
research focuses on the review quality effects of reviewer features. The results reveal the
pivotal role of expertise in determining reviewer performance.

Furthermore, this research enriches the task performance literature by studying the
performance effect of experience and expertise in the online course review context. Previous
studies on experience and expertise indicate their varying effects across contexts. This
suggests the necessity of studying specific task scenarios for insights. Writing reviews for
online courses is a specific task that has not been investigated in the previous literature.
By linking the online review literature and the task performance literature, we studied
reviewer experience and expertise in the context of online course reviews. The results of
the non-interactive effects of the two are a novel addition to the literature.

7.2. Practical Implications

Our results provide useful implications to online course platforms in soliciting and
recommending reviews for online courses. Identifying the right online course reviewers to
solicit and recommend their online course reviews can be an efficient and effective way to
build a timely course review depository for satisfying the information need of prospective
learners. This proactive approach can avoid the delay associated with helpfulness votes
and promote quality information. Particularly, the results of this study suggest that, instead
of experienced reviewers who frequently contribute reviews, the priority should be on
attracting and retaining expert reviewers who do not often contribute.

7.3. Limitations and Further Research

Three limitations of this study could inform further research. First, expertise is a
complex construct with multiple dimensions. In this study, reviewer expertise is opera-
tionalized as a review performance measured by the average number of helpfulness votes
per review that a reviewer has received before posting the review under study. Additional
dimensions of expertise, such as learners/reviewers’ course performance (as a discipline
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knowledge component of expertise), could be considered and a composite index could
be constructed and used for analysis. Second, the effects of reviewer experience and ex-
pertise on their competence in contributing helpful reviews may be heterogeneous across
reviewers with different characteristics. As limited reviewer information is available, more
nuanced studies on potential variations cannot be explored in this research. Future research
may examine this further, using experiment and/or survey methods. Third, online course
review is a unique type of learner feedback. This study focuses on examining online
course reviews in terms of their helpfulness to readers and reviewer competency in con-
tributing helpful reviews. It does not study online course reviews from a learner feedback
perspective within the non-formal learning situations and/or process. Relating online
course reviews to other types of learner feedback and examining them as an integral part
of the entire learning process may gain further insights on review contribution motivations
and quality.

8. Conclusions

As the number of online courses available on MOOC platforms and other online
learning platforms surged in the past decade, prospective learners face increasing diffi-
culties in assessing course quality and suitability, and making informed course selection
decisions. Online course reviews are a valuable information source for prospect learners
to gain insights into online courses. While a large body of literature has studied online
product/service reviews, online course reviews have received scarce attention.

This research sheds light on how reviewer experience and expertise affect reviewer
competence in contributing helpful online course reviews, which is a crucial question,
but has not been previously examined. The empirical study of 39,114 online reviews of
3276 online courses reveals that both reviewer experience and expertise positively affect
reviewer competence in contributing helpful reviews. Specifically, reviewer expertise is a
more significant factor than reviewer experience in influencing review performance. In
addition, the two dimensions do not interact in enhancing reviewer competence.

Our analysis also reveals the distinct groups of reviewers. Reviewers with both high
experience and high expertise are scant and contribute a small portion of the reviews. The
majority of the reviews are posted by reviewers with low experience and low expertise.
The rest of the reviews are from reviewers with high expertise, but low experience, or those
with high experience, but low expertise. Overall, our work is pioneering as it gained insight
into the antecedents of the quality and helpfulness of online course reviews, especially
from the perspective of reviewer competence.
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